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3 Lithium Ion Secondary Cell Prepared by a Printing Procedure,

4 and Its Application to All-Solid-State Inorganic Lithium Ion Cells
5

6 RYOHEI MORI1,2

78 1.—Fuji Pigment Co. Ltd., 2-23-2 Obana, Kawanishi, Hyogo Prefecture 666-0015, Japan.
9 2.—e-mail: moriryohei@fuji-pigment.co.jp

10 We have developed a straightforward printing method for preparation of a
11 lithium secondary cell. LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 and Li4Ti5O12 viscous printable
12 pastes were used for the cathode and anode, respectively. Electrochemical
13 measurement was used to characterize the capacitance of each cell, and field-
14 emission scanning electron microscopy and particle size measurements were
15 used to characterize particle size and morphology. These film electrodes
16 functioned stably both in a standard liquid electrolyte and in an Li2SiO3 solid
17 electrolyte, although the capacitance of the all-solid-state cell was significantly
18 lower than that of the cell containing liquid electrolyte. When liquid electro-
19 lyte was used, the capacity decreased by 36% after 50 cycles. However, the
20 capacity of 0.2 mA h/g remained almost the same even after 50 charge–dis-
21 charge cycles, demonstrating the stability and strength of the all-solid-state
22 lithium ion cell. It was also found that the cell resistance mostly arose from the
23 electrode/electrolyte interface and not from the bulk electrolyte. Addition of a
24 sol–gel to the solid electrolyte printable paste improved cell performance.

25 Key words: Lithium ion cell, all-solid-state, sol–gel, thin film

26 INTRODUCTION

27 Lithium ion cells are widely used as power sour-
28 ces for a variety of mobile electronic devices.1–3 In
29 recent years, the demand for large lithium ion cells
30 for use in electric vehicles (EVs), hybrid electric
31 vehicles (HEVs) in particular, has grown substan-
32 tially, necessitating improvements in the safety of
33 lithium ion cells. Current commercially-available
34 cells use primarily liquid electrolytes containing
35 organic solvent, which limit the safety and reli-
36 ability of the cells. Exchanging the flammable liquid
37 electrolytes for non-flammable solid electrolytes has
38 been shown to drastically improve the performance
39 and robustness of lithium ion cells, and all-solid-
40 state lithium secondary cells are expected to be the
41 preferred design for use in EVs and HEVs.
42 As a result of this high demand, several
43 approaches to preparing all-solid-state cells have
44 been developed,4–9 including use of such techniques

45as radio-frequency (RF) sputtering and laser abla-
46tion. Another option is a bulk type cell constructed
47from solid electrolyte and electrode powder. Poly-
48mer electrolytes are also good candidates for use in
49all-solid-state cells, and have been proved to func-
50tion well with good stability.8,9 Among inorganic
51electrolyte materials, sulfide-based glassy materials
52are favored as solid electrolytes for bulk-type all-
53solid-state cells, because of their advantages over
54crystalline solid electrolytes.10–12 However, sulfides
55are unsuitable for practical use because of their
56instability—they react with ambient moisture and
57emit hydrogen sulfide.
58In this respect, inorganic oxide materials are now
59regarded as the best candidates for use as solid
60electrolytes in lithium ion cells, because their sta-
61bility to air and humidity results in great flexibility
62in their development for practical uses and imple-
63mentation in industrial manufacturing processes.
64Several all-solid-state thin film cells with inorganic
65electrolytes have already been reported. Lithium
66phosphorus oxynitride (LiPON) has excellent cycling
67performance at room temperature.13,14 Sodium (Na)(Received February 12, 2013; accepted January 15, 2014)
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68 super ionic conductor (NASICON)-type Li-ion con-
69 ducting electrolyte consisting of Li2O–Al2O3–SiO2–
70 P2O5–TiO2 has also received much attention because
71 of its high Li-ion conductivity of 10�4–10�3 S cm�1

72 at room temperature.15,16 Our work and related
73 studies are compared in Table I.
74 Although the choice of electrolyte material is of
75 great importance, lithium ion cell performance is
76 also affected by electrode and solid electrolyte mor-
77 phology, including particle size. Controlling particle
78 size and morphology is critical to obtaining high-
79 performance lithium ion cells. One method for con-
80 trolling particle size is an industrial dispersion
81 procedure, which is particularly effective for inor-
82 ganic materials. In general, particles tend to form
83 aggregates when mixed with liquid, because of van
84 der Waals forces. However, use of an appropriate
85 chemical which adheres to the surface of the parti-
86 cles can disperse the aggregates into small individ-
87 ual particles, as a result of acid–base interactions or
88 three-dimensional repulsive forces.17

89 In this study, we prepared printable viscous
90 pastes for both electrode and electrolyte to make an
91 all-solid-state lithium ion cell by use of a simple
92 printing procedure. In addition, we investigated the
93 effect on lithium ion cell performance of mixing a
94 sol–gel solution with the solid electrolyte printable
95 paste.

96 EXPERIMENTAL

97 Active material for the lithium ion cell cathode
98 (LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2) was purchased from Tanaka
99 Chemical (Fukui, Japan). Lithium titanate (Li4-

100 Ti5O12) was purchased from Ishihara Sangyo (Osa-
101 ka, Japan). Lithium silicate (Li2SiO3) powder,
102 tetraethoxysilane (TEOS), lithium nitrate (LiNO3),
103 phosphoric acid (H3PO4), and nitric acid (HNO3)
104 were purchased from Wako Chemical (Osaka,
105 Japan). Terpineol (a-a-4-trimethyl cyclohex-3-ene-1-
106 methanol) was purchased from Arakawa Chemical
107 Industries (Osaka, Japan). The dispersant polyoxy-
108 ethylene sorbitan tristearate, was purchased from
109 Kao Corporation (Japan).
110 The appropriate amount of electrode or solid
111 electrolyte powder was dissolved in terpineol, with
112 polyoxyethylene sorbitan tristearate as dispersant.
113 Ethyl cellulose (MW 20,000; Wako Chemical) was

114added as binder and to increase the viscosity of the
115dispersion liquid for the squige printing technique.
116The viscous pastes for the electrode and electrolyte
117were made by combining 21 g electrode or solid
118electrolyte powder with 2 g dispersant and 47 g
119terpineol. These were then dispersed for 30 min by
120use of a stirring machine rotating at 3500 rpm.
121Ethyl cellulose (3 g) was added to 45 g sol slurry
122and the mixture was then stirred for an additional
12330 min at 2000 rpm to completely dissolve the ethyl
124cellulose.
125Tetraethoxysilane (TEOS), LiNO3, H3PO4, water,
126and HNO3 were combined in the molar ratio
1271:7:7:1:0.1 to form a sol–gel phase. To suit the scale of
128our experiment, we combined 5.2 g TEOS, 12.075 g
129LiNO3, 17.15 g H3PO4, 0.1575 g HNO3, and 0.45 g
130water, and mixed them with 50 g ethanol. The mix-
131turewas added to the solid electrolyte printable paste
132before printing in a weight ratio of 1:1 (sol–gel solu-
133tion-to-printable paste). The resulting viscous paste
134was deposited on to an aluminium plate substrate by
135squige printing. The film was heat treated at 600�C
136for 30 min then cooled to room temperature. For all-
137solid-state lithium ion cell preparation, LiCo1/3Ni1/
1383Mn1/3O2 was coated on to an aluminium plate, fol-
139lowed by a coat of Li2SiO3 paste, and a final coat of
140Li4Ti5O12 paste, with heat treatments at each step.
141For electrochemical measurements of the lithium ion
142cell containing liquid electrolyte, an electrolyte com-
143posed of 1.25 MLiClO4 in 3:1 v/v ethylene carbonate–
144propylene carbonate was used. For all-solid-state
145lithium ion cell electrochemical measurements, cop-
146per adhesive tape was placed on top of the Li4Ti5O12

147layer to create an electrical contact. Cell performance
148was evaluated galvanostatically by use of a charge
149and discharge apparatus (SP-150; Bio Logics,
150France). Cut off potential was determined from 2.2 V
151to 0 V. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was
152conducted from 1 MHz to 100 mHz with a 10 mV
153amplitude. All electrochemical measurements were
154conducted under ambient conditions. To determine
155morphology, the films were imaged by use of field-
156emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM;
157JSM-6700F; Jeol, Tokyo, Japan). The sizes of the
158dispersed particles were measured by use of a
159Microtrac particle-size analyzer (Nanotrac TM 150;
160Nikkiso, Japan); to perform this measurement, the
161particle dispersion sample was aspirated from the

Table I. Comparison of this study with related studies

Battery type Refs.

LIB with liquid electrolyte 1–3
All-solid-state LIB (RF sputtering, laser ablation) 4,6,7
All-solid-state LIB (polymer electrolyte) 8,9
All-solid-state LIB (sulfide-based materials) 10–12
All-solid-state LIB (oxide material, LIPON type) 13,14
All-solid-state LIB (oxide material, NASICON type) 15,16
All-solid-state LIB (oxide material, printing preparation) This study
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162 suspension and quickly injected into a solvent solu-
163 tion. The crystalline phase of the solid electrolyte
164 prepared by use of a sol–gel was evaluated by x-ray
165 diffractometry (XRD; RINT 2500 x-ray diffractome-
166 ter; Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) usingCuKa radiation and
167 operated at 40 kV and 50 mA.

168 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

169 Figure 1 shows the discharge curve for the lith-
170 ium ion cell made with LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 and
171 Li4Ti5O12 thin films prepared by a printing proce-
172 dure. The current density was measured at a con-
173 stant rate of 20 lA/cm2. These materials were
174 chosen for the electrodes because of their stability to
175 air and moisture, meaning that both can be pre-
176 pared and handled under ambient conditions. In
177 addition, it was not necessary to use a fluoride-
178 containing organic solvent that could emit HF by
179 reaction with the ambient atmosphere, because Li
180 metal was not used as an anode. The differences
181 between the electrochemical properties of LiCo1/
182 3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 and Li4Ti5O12 and those of Li metal
183 are well understood.18–21 For intercalation cells
184 made without any metallic lithium, intermediate
185 voltages were related to the difference between the
186 positive (LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2: 3.6 V) and negative
187 (Li4Ti5O12: 1.6 V) electrode potentials. The electro-
188 chemical charge–discharge curves for LiCo1/3Ni1/
189 3Mn1/3O2/Li4Ti5O12 at a current density of 20 lA/
190 cm2 in EC–PC electrolyte indicated that Li was
191 de-intercalated from Li1�xCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 and
192 stably inserted into Li1+xTi5O12. Unlike metallic
193 lithium cells, rocking chairs have no excess Li in
194 either the anode or cathode, so they tolerate
195 repeated discharges to 0 V.22 Despite this robust-
196 ness, the capacity decreased from 60 mAh/g to
197 �40 mAh/g after 50 cycles, reflecting a 36% loss
198 of reversibility. Hence, on repeated cycling, extrac-
199 tion and insertion of Li ions into the structure of
200 LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2/Li4Ti5O12 was not reversible. It
201 is difficult to fully explain this irreversibility; it is,
202 however, evident that the LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 and
203 Li4Ti5O12 cell can be used as a rechargeable cell if
204 the capacity is improved.
205 Figure 2a shows the discharge curve of the all-
206 solid-state lithium ion cell containing Li2SiO3 solid
207 electrolyte between the negative and positive elec-
208 trodes. Measurements of current density were per-
209 formed at a constant rate of 2 nA/cm2, a much lower
210 rate than that used for the cell containing a liquid
211 electrolyte. This is because of the low current
212 available, which may have been caused by inade-
213 quate interfacial contact between the electrode and
214 solid electrolyte. In addition, within the solid elec-
215 trolyte, the available current decreased substan-
216 tially because of high resistance. Please note that
217 because of a limitation of the experimental equip-
218 ment used, the applied current could not be con-
219 trolled below approximately one nanoampere
220 (<1 nA), so the discharge curve declined steeply.

221This is true for Fig. 2b also. Furthermore, the
222measured capacitance was substantially lower than
223that for sulfide-based all-solid-state lithium ion
224cells.10–12 We suggest that oxide particles are more
225rigid than sulfide particles, and this increases the
226resistance at particle boundaries because of the lack
227of particle contact to facilitate Li ion conduction.
228However, the capacity remained at approximately
2294 lAh/g even after 50 charge–discharge cycles,

Fig. 1. Charge–discharge curve of the lithium ion cell made with
LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 and Li4Ti5O12 containing a liquid electrolyte.

Fig. 2. Charge–discharge curve of the all-solid-state lithium ion cell.
(a) Lithium ion cell composed of an LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2/Li2SiO3/Li4-
Ti5O12 thin film. (b) Lithium ion cell composed of an LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/
3O2/Li2SiO3/Li4Ti5O12 thin film with a sol–gel phase introduced into
the Li2SiO3 layer.
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230 indicative of the stability and strength of the all-
231 solid-state lithium ion cell. The cell voltage was
232 almost identical to the value obtained when the
233 liquid electrolyte was used. Li2SiO3 was chosen
234 because it was readily available for industrial use in
235 a printable paste preparation. Although Li4SiO4 is a
236 well-known lithium ion conductor, an Li4SiO4 solid
237 thin film could not be prepared on LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2

238 because of film cracking.

239Figure 3a is a photograph of the all-solid-state
240thin film lithium ion cell. The cell was prepared on a
24125 mm 9 35 mm aluminium board by use of a sim-
242ple printing procedure. The size of the electrode and
243electrolyte thin films can be easily changed by
244modifying the squige or screen-printing methods,
245both of which can be readily used for industrial
246manufacture. Figures 3b–d show SEM images of
247the Li4Ti5O12, Li2SiO3, and LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2

Fig. 3. (a) Photograph of the all-solid-state lithium ion cell prepared in this study. SEM image of (b) the Li4Ti5O12 thin film, (c) the Li2SiO3 thin film,
and (d) the LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 thin film. (e) Cross-sectional image of LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2/Li2SiO3/Li4Ti5O12 thin film.
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248 thin film surfaces, confirming that the particle sizes
249 ranged between 100 nm and 200 nm for the Li4-
250 Ti5O12 and Li2SiO3 films. Conversely, much larger
251 (�1 lm to 2 lm) flake-like particles were observed
252 for the LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 electrode. Lu et al.23

253 indicated that active material porosity in the elec-
254 trode film is critical for determining cell capaci-
255 tance. There should be some correlation among
256 particle structure, size, film porosity, and film
257 strength; these relationships require further study
258 to enable development of better cells. Figure 3e
259 shows the cross-sectional image of the LiCo1/3Ni1/
260 3Mn1/3O2/Li2SiO3/Li4Ti5O12 thin film. The lines that
261 distinguish one layer from another are visible, con-
262 firming successful coating of the three layers on top
263 of each other.
264 Figure 2b shows the charge–discharge curve of
265 the cell prepared by mixing Li2SiO3 solid electrolyte
266 printable paste with sol–gel solution before heat
267 treatment. The current density was measured at a
268 constant rate of 10 nA/cm2. Initial capacitance was
269 �0.2 mAh/g and did not decrease even after 50
270 charge–discharge cycles, indicating that introduc-
271 tion of the sol–gel into the printable paste improved
272 cell performance, including film capacitance. Our
273 results clearly show that the solid electrolyte Li2-
274 SiO3 can be interchanged with liquid electrolyte to
275 obtain the same cell voltage. Some previous studies
276 suggest that the capacitance of lithium ion cells may
277 be further improved by coating the surface of the
278 active material with silica or lithium silicate.24,25 It
279 should be noted here that the charge–discharge
280 experimental results obtained from the all-solid-
281 state lithium ion cells in this study were stable to
282 different air temperature (5–35�C) and humidity
283 (30–70%) conditions.
284 Figure 4 shows an SEM image of a cross-section
285 of an all-solid-state lithium ion cell prepared from
286 the printable paste when sol–gel solution was
287 added. The central region is composed of Li2SiO3

288 particles mixed with sol–gel. If this is compared
289 with the cross-section shown in Fig. 3e, no obvious
290 difference is apparent with regard to particle shape
291 or size. No clear difference in the morphology was
292 observed for the sol–gel-containing film even on
293 inspection with SEM, and the capacity was
294 improved. This is likely to be because the particle
295 boundary neck was coated with solid electrolyte
296 composed of the sol–gel phase, reducing the resis-
297 tance both within the solid electrolyte and at the
298 electrolyte/electrode interface. Liet al. et al.24 and
299 Mei et al.25 have also reported that SEM did not
300 reveal any clear differences among samples con-
301 taining silica or lithium silicate, although these
302 materials improved cell capacitance owing to
303 enhanced Li-ion conductivity.
304 TheNyquist plot of theLi2SiO3filmprepared in this
305 study is shown in Fig. 5. Film conductivities were
306 estimated from the measured area and sample film
307 thickness, which was determined from SEM cross
308 sectional images (Figs. 3 and 4). The conductivities

309were 5.56 9 10�6 S cm�1 for the Li2SiO3 film and
3102.08 9 10�5 S cm�1 for the Li2SiO3 + sol–gel phase
311film. These are slightly higher than those obtained
312previously.26 The Li2SiO3 film in the previous study
313was prepared by PLD, so the conductivity may differ
314because of the different method of film preparation.
315Figure 6a shows the Nyquist plot for the prepared
316lithium ion cell. A magnified version of the Nyquist
317plot is also shown for the lithium ion cell containing
318liquid electrolyte. Figures 6b and c show the
319deduced electrical circuits for the lithium ion cells
320with liquid and solid electrolyte, respectively. For
321the lithium ion cell with liquid electrolyte, high and
322middle-range frequency was observed; this origi-
323nated from the contributions of electrolyte resis-
324tance, charge-transfer resistance, and double-layer
325capacitance at the electrolyte/electrode interface. At
326low frequency the beginning of Warburg slope line is
327apparent; this represents the semi-infinite diffusion
328of Li-ions in the electrodes.25 For the lithium ion cell
329with solid electrolyte, on the other hand, one large
330semi-circle consisting of bulk electrolyte resistance,
331charge transfer resistance, and double layer capac-
332itance at the electrolyte/electrode interface was
333observed. Cell conductivity, estimated from mea-
334sured cell area and sample film thickness, was
3353.51 9 10�9 S cm�1 for the cell with lithium silicate
336solid electrolyte and 4.32 9 10�9 S cm�1 after
337introduction of sol–gel phase into the electrolyte.
338Comparison with the results in Fig. 5, reveals that
339the resistance of all the solid-state lithium ion cells
340prepared in this study mostly arises from the elec-
341trolyte/electrode interface and not from electrolyte
342film resistance. Thus, this large semi-circle is
343thought to arise predominantly from the charge-
344transfer resistance at the electrolyte/electrode
345interface rather than from the contribution of bulk
346conductivity. Nagao et al.12 also reported that cell
347resistance at the electrode/electrolyte interface is

Fig. 4. Cross-sectional SEM image of all-solid-state lithium ion cell
composed of an LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2/Li2SiO3/Li4Ti5O12 thin film with
a sol–gel-phase introduced into the Li2SiO3 layer.
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348 expected to be much larger than the bulk resistance,
349 especially for solid oxide-based electrolyte. This
350 implies cell capacitance could be improved by opti-
351 mizing the interface. As presented in Figs. 5b and
352 6a, although the conductivity enhancement as a
353 result of introducing the sol–gel phase was small,
354 the capacitance was improved. Nagao et al.12 com-
355 pared the capacitance of an all-solid-state lithium
356 ion cell with that of a cell containing bare lithium
357 titanate and pulverized lithium titanate; they found
358 that although there was no clear difference between
359 the impedance of the cells, the lithium ion cell con-
360 taining pulverized lithium titanate particles had
361 improved capacitance, owing to shortening of the
362 Li-ion diffusion path. Similarly, it is possible that by
363 modifying the lithium silicate solid electrolyte with
364 sol–gel, the Li-ion diffusion path was shortened,
365 resulting in improved cell capacitance even though
366 the impedance and estimated conductivity were not
367 substantially improved. Nan et al. introduced sol–
368 gel silica into lithium lanthanum titanium oxide
369 (LLTO) solid electrolyte and found that it enhanced
370 ionic transport. They confirmed that lithium silicate
371 was formed when tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) was
372 introduced and demonstrated that lithium silicate
373 was present mostly at grain boundaries, and not on
374 the particle surface. In lithium ion conductive elec-
375 trolytes in general, Li+ ions are depleted at the grain
376 boundaries owing to evaporation of Li+ ions during

377the sintering process. However, Mei et al. 25 con-
378cluded that, as a result of formation of lithium sili-
379cate at grain boundaries, the Li-ion diffusion paths
380were formed predominantly at grain boundaries,
381giving rise to enhanced Li-ion conductivity. Similar
382results obtained by us suggest that the sol–gel
383phase mixed with lithium silicate was also present
384largely at grain boundaries and had the same effect
385of improving the Li ion transport.
386Figure 7 shows the particle size distribution of
387the dispersion samples. The D0.5 values obtained for
388Li4Ti5O12, Li2SiO3, and LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 were
3890.76, 0.54, and 0.92 lm, respectively, which are
390larger than the individual particle sizes confirmed
391by SEM, especially for Li4Ti5O12 and Li2SiO3. To
392measure the particle size, the suspension was
393diluted in a measurement cell, meaning that the
394chemical composition of the solution measured was
395different from that of the original solution and did
396not contain adequate dispersant. Therefore, some
397particles agglomerated, leading to the detection of
398larger particle sizes than were present in the origi-
399nal suspension. Even so, the particle size distribu-
400tion for LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 was larger than those
401observed for Li2SiO3 and Li4Ti5O12, in reasonable
402agreement with the observations made by SEM.

Fig. 6. (a) Nyquist plot of the lithium ion cell prepared in this study.
The inset shows the Nyquist plot for the lithium ion cell containing
liquid electrolyte. m: liquid electrolyte, d: solid electrolyte: +: solid
electrolyte and sol gel phase. (b) Equivalent electrical circuit for the
lithium ion cell with liquid electrolyte. (c) Equivalent electrical circuit
for the lithium ion cell with solid electrolyte.

Fig. 5. Nyquist plots of Li2SiO3 films prepared in this study: (a) Li2-
SiO3 film; (b) Li2SiO3 film + sol gel phase. The insets are the cross-
sectional SEM images of the measured films.
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403 These results suggest that the particle dispersion
404 method used in this study effectively controlled
405 particle size in the prepared solid thin films.
406 Determining the optimum particle size for all-solid-
407 state lithium ion cells is the next step in this
408 research.
409 X-ray diffraction analysis of the sol–gel phase is
410 shown in Fig. 8. The lithium ion conductance of
411 Li4SiO4–Li3PO4 is known to be higher than that of
412 Li2SiO3.

27,28 By using a sol–gel method we
413 attempted to prepare an Li4SiO4–Li3PO4 phase.
414 This was expected to act as an ion-conductive inor-
415 ganic glue, as explained at Fig. 5 section, within the

416solid electrolyte and at the electrode/electrolyte
417interface, thus reducing resistivity.29–32 However,
418Li4SiO4 was not observed, although the Li3PO4

419phase has the potential to be a good lithium ion
420conductor. Smaihi et al.33 reported the preparation
421of Li4SiO4–Li3PO4 by a sol–gel method and charac-
422terized the conductivity of Li4�xSi1�xPxO4 at
423x = 0 � 0.6, concluding that the best conductance
424was obtained at x = 0.6. Also by using a sol–gel
425method, Li et al.24 and Mei et al.25 demonstrated
426that coated silica and lithium silicate were present
427as amorphous, not crystalline, phases. We observed
428that the phosphate-based crystalline phase was
429more dominant than the silica-based crystalline
430phase, even though the molar ratio of the sol–gel
431solution was the same as that used to prepare the
432Li4SiO4–Li3PO4 phase (7:1:1 = Li:Si:P). This is
433probably because the volatile TEOS in the sol–gel
434solution evaporated, causing the sintered phase to
435become more phosphate-rich.
436However, introduction of sol–gel into the electro-
437lyte improved the lithium ion cell capacitance. The
438sol–gel solution composition and preparation still
439require optimization to further improve cell perfor-
440mance. Other solid electrolytes, for example LIPON,
441NASICON, or LLTO are also good candidates for
442solid electrolytes, and can be used in this all-solid-
443state lithium ion cell system.

444CONCLUSION

445Lithium ion cell electrode material and solid
446electrolyte were prepared as viscous printable
447pastes, and films were prepared by a squige method
448with post-heat treatment at 600�C. It was found
449that the prepared thin-film electrode, used as a
450lithium ion-cell electrode, was stable under ambient
451conditions when a liquid electrolyte was used. An
452all-solid-state lithium ion cell composed of an LiCo1/
4533Ni1/3Mn1/3O2/Li2SiO3/Li4Ti5O12 film structure was
454prepared with Li2SiO3 solid-electrolyte film between
455the cathode and anode layers. SEM observation
456confirmed that the three layers were lying on top of
457the bottom layer. The measured capacitance was

Fig. 7. Particle size distribution of the dispersion samples prepared
in this study. The D0.5 values of (a) Li4Ti5O12, (b) Li2SiO3, and
(c) LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 were 0.76, 0.54, and 0.92 lm, respectively.

Fig. 8. X-ray diffraction pattern of the sol–gel phase prepared in this
study.

Lithium Ion Secondary Cell Prepared by a Printing Procedure, and Its Application to All-Solid-State
Inorganic Lithium Ion Cells
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458 lower than that of a lithium ion cell with liquid
459 electrolyte, because of the high resistance of the
460 solid electrolyte and the electrolyte/electrode inter-
461 face. We also found that cell resistance mostly arose
462 from the electrode/electrolyte interface and not from
463 bulk electrolyte. Cell capacitance did not decrease
464 even after 50 charge–discharge cycles. It was also
465 found that all-solid-state lithium ion-cell capaci-
466 tance was improved by introducing a sol–gel solu-
467 tion into the solid electrolyte viscous printable
468 paste. This is probably because the particle grain
469 boundaries were coated with the sol–gel solution,
470 reducing the resistance within the solid electrolyte
471 and at the electrolyte/electrode interface.
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